
Third Thursday 1: All Things Appraisal 
SAA Acquisition & Appraisal's 1st Third Thursday Conversation on Twitter -- Oct. 20, 2016 

1. We brought our Third Thursday Conversation to Twitter for the first time this month. 
Previously hosted on our blog, these conversations are an opportunity to exchange with 
others on archival appraisal. After introductions from A&A steering committee members and 
participating Twitter users, we got straight into our first question. Our theme for this chat 
was open ended so we started off by asking: 

2.  

SAA A&A Section@AppraisalSAA 

Thanks everyone for joining us! Let's get started w/ the conversation: Q1) How does 
your institution define “appraisal”? #appraisethis 

3.  

Eira Tansey@eiratansey 

A1 I honestly don't know how to answer how we "define". Our practice embeds it into 
retention schedules, consultations, etc #appraiseThis 

4.  

Eira Tansey@eiratansey 

But I like @meau's attitude of "appraisal with a blunt shovel, not tweezers" (not sure if I 
got that phrasing right tbh) #appraisethis 

 

5.  

Bethany Anderson@bga_archivist 
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A1) Assessment of records/personal papers to determine long-term or archival 
value #appraisethis 

6.  

Anjanette@flanjanette 

A1 the process of determining if something has permanent historical value, and fits with 
mission - state history. #appraisethis 

7. Next, we posed a question brought up from a tweet aimed at sharing expertise with new 
professionals (Thanks @alchism15!) 

8.  

SAA A&A Section@AppraisalSAA 

How about this question next? What tips do you have for new professionals working in 
an appraisal 
capacity? #appraisethis https://twitter.com/alchism15/status/789240823690821632 … 

9. This led to suggestions from archival literature: 

10.  

Heather Soyka@snarkivist7 

A1/A2 Not speaking for institution, but I lean to the Samuels/Cox thinking that 
appraisal is 'first archival responsibility' #appraisethis 

11.  

Heather Soyka@snarkivist7 
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A2 Also want to highlight T.Cook 2011 article "We are what we keep" for disc of 
appraisal as contested ground #appraisethis 

12.  

Eira Tansey@eiratansey 

Read as much of the appraisal literature as you can. It's amazing and full of so much 
archivist 
shade #appraiseThis https://twitter.com/AppraisalSAA/status/789243628074000384 
… 

13.  

Bethany Anderson@bga_archivist 

@AppraisalSAA Also, I learned a lot from @patgalloway6! I go back to reading list from 
class sometimes  http://ow.ly/5OxQ305o3bA  #appraisethis 

14.  

Bethany Anderson@bga_archivist 

@rageyhistorian this would be good to know...for univ. records Boles and Young article 
always comes to mind #appraisethis 

15.  

Bethany Anderson@bga_archivist 

link to 
article:  http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/23257962.2016.1144504 … #ap
praisethis 
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16. And also some practical tips: 

17.  

Marcella@rageyhistorian 

I've seen some institutions using forms, trying to standardize appraisal 
process @alchism15 @bga_archivist #appraisethis 

18.  

Ashlee Chism@alchism15 

That would fit with our processes regarding the records center, using 
forms @rageyhistorian @bga_archivist #appraisethis 

19.  

Marcella@rageyhistorian 

Yes! Helps make sure you ask the same ?s each time a new potential donation could 
come in your door @alchism15 @bga_archivist#appraisethis 

20.  

Bethany Anderson@bga_archivist 

I always like to learn from colleagues! Collaborative approaches to appraisal are always 
a great way to learn 
too #appraisethis https://twitter.com/AppraisalSAA/status/789243628074000384 … 

21.  
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Heather Soyka@snarkivist7 

Re: @AppraisalSAA new professionals Q: understand mission of org, goals, values, and 
past. Read literature and write! #appraisethis 

22.  

Eira Tansey@eiratansey 

also!! explore records management. I am serious when I say being a records manager 
really triggered my fascination w 
appraisal #appraiseThis  https://twitter.com/AppraisalSAA/status/789243628074000
384 … 

23.  

Anjanette@flanjanette 

A2 I agree w/ another poster, know what your place's mission is, use when appraising, 
and ask old-timers for their thoughts #appraisethis 

24.  

Marcella@rageyhistorian 

@alchism15 another great thing:epic online trawling for other institutions' info-what do 
they do with same kinds of materials? #appraisethis 

25. ...including the ability to exclude records from your collection (!) 

26.  

Laura Uglean Jackson@ugleanjackson 
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A2: Not everything has value- don't be afraid to be critical or say no politely to 
donors. #appraisethis 

 

27.  

Anjanette@flanjanette 

A2 yes. + don't be afraid to heavily weed or throw stuff out while appraising. My fave 
part is throwing stuff out 
honestly. #appraisethis https://twitter.com/ugleanjackson/status/78924609728155238
5 … 

28.  

kira@kirakestrel 

@flanjanette Yes and yess! #appraisethis 

29.  

Marcella@rageyhistorian 

It's so 
cleansing! #appraisethis  https://twitter.com/flanjanette/status/789246676770750464 
… 

30. The chat also spurred some other side conversations, like this one: 

31.  
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Heather Soyka@snarkivist7 

Re: @AppraisalSAA new professionals Q: understand mission of org, goals, values, and 
past. Read literature and write! #appraisethis 

32.  

Ashlee Chism@alchism15 

@snarkivist7 Could you expand on the "write" part, please? Writing about the appraisal 
process?About what you read? #appraisethis 

33.  

Heather Soyka@snarkivist7 

@alchism15 All of the above! Write to document process + decisions, write to clarify 
reading, write to contrib to prof conv! #appraisethis 

34.  

Ashlee Chism@alchism15 

@snarkivist7 Awesome! I'm still getting a handle on the professional development thing 
so every bit of advice helps! Thanks! #appraisethis 

35.  

Heather Soyka@snarkivist7 

@alchism15 Recommended! Often people need to be in their first job before the 
readings fall into place. I still reread too. #appraisethis 
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36.  

Bethany Anderson@bga_archivist 

@snarkivist7 @alchism15 Definitely agree! A lot of readings didn't hit home until in a 
job where I appraised #appraisethis 

37. Question 3 asked: 

38.  

SAA A&A Section@AppraisalSAA 

Q3: Some have already touched on this, but what appraisal frameworks influence how 
you appraise and collect? #appraisethis 

39.  

Anjanette@flanjanette 

A3 for me, largely records retention schedules. Also want to better document 
underrepresented communities; I keep that in mind #appraisethis 

40.  

Anjanette@flanjanette 

A3 other areas at my place ask - does item document major goings-on of the state? 
(mission statement) does it fill a gap? #appraisethis 
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41.  

Anjanette@flanjanette 

A3 I also look at format when appraising - will it need to be reformated (a/v, e.g.)? Is it 
worth time, expense? Etc. #appraisethis 

42.  

Bethany Anderson@bga_archivist 

A3 sometimes a mixture of frameworks - brings to mind article by V. Sloyan on 
appraising born-dig archives at @WellcomeLibrary#appraisethis 

43.  

Eira Tansey@eiratansey 

Q3 Mark Greene's "the least amount of documentation for the most use" is my guiding 
light (see 1998 "Surest Proof" article) #appraiseThis 

44. Question 4 linked back to institutional mandates: 

45.  

SAA A&A Section@AppraisalSAA 

Q4: Some of you also stated mission drives appraisal. Could you elaborate/give 
examples of inst. mission affecting decisions? #appraisethis 

46.  
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Anjanette@flanjanette 

Q4 sure - I work at a state historical society, so that limits geographically; want to 
document significant events/history #appraisethis 

47.  

Eira Tansey@eiratansey 

Q4 we've a legal mandate to do institutional RM, but no mandate for docs of student life 
& as an alum I want to figure it out #appraiseThis 

48.  

Anjanette@flanjanette 

A4 + the state archives' goal is to doc. major goings-on of state, local gov't business, for 
folks in future.. #appraisethis 

49.  

Cliff Hight@cliffhight1 

@AppraisalSAA #appraisethis A4: In my case I seek materials documenting 
the @KState experience, but not materials of other universities. 

50.  

Marcella@rageyhistorian 

Have to know curatorial appraisal concerns when helping my staff process colls: is this 
supposed to remain in 
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collection? #appraisethis https://twitter.com/megdalibrarian/status/78925094247039
3856 … 

51.  

Heather Soyka@snarkivist7 

.@AppraisalSAA Q4: Having clear understanding of org mission gives scope, defines 
what do/not collect. Know what is valued. #appraisethis 

52.  

Heather Soyka@snarkivist7 

.@AppraisalSAA Q4 cont'd: Figuring out org's mission, scope also space to explore past 
appraisal practices and plan for future #appraisethis 

53. The conversation then took a more amusing turn with Question 5... 

54.  

SAA A&A Section@AppraisalSAA 

Feel free to answer older questions, but moving on: Q5: What is the strangest thing 
you’ve appraised? #appraisethis 

55.  

Eira Tansey@eiratansey 

Q5 nothing that weird since I work with internal recs - once found a weird old 
Cincinnati board game during a records consult #appraiseThis 
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56.  

Cliff Hight@cliffhight1 

@eiratansey #appraisethis we have a campus Monopoly board game at @kstatelibraries, 
maybe similar? 

57.  

Meg Hixon@MegDaLibrarian 

#appraisethis A5) Trying to figure out what to do with a bag full of cough drops! Right 
now planning to keep packaging as material culture. 

58.  

Meg Hixon@MegDaLibrarian 

#appraisethis A5) That collection also has a lot of duplicates and a blood glucose 
monitor with unused needles(!) so that's been fun. 

59.  

Cliff Hight@cliffhight1 

#appraisethis A5: worked at museum/archives and reappraised taxidermy specimens, 
does that count?! 

60.  

Ashlee Chism@alchism15 
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A5 Box of ten-year-old Mackinac fudge #appraisethis 

61.  

Marcella@rageyhistorian 

I did NOT appraise the state entomologist's living bug collection once, does that 
count? #appraisethis  https://twitter.com/cliffhight1/status/789252407230279681 … 

62.  

kira@kirakestrel 

A5 giant wooden hand-carved crest...but that's not that weird for our folks 
:) #appraisethis 

63.  

kira@kirakestrel 

A5 oh, seeds. #appraisethis 

64.  

Lily Troia@LilyTroia 

A5: Some data sets we take in to our IR include high-powered underwater camera data 
from sedimentary shelves. Super cool. #appraisethis 
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65.  

Bethany Anderson@bga_archivist 

A5 Tissue samples as part of large scientific collection! #appraisethis 

66. Last but not least, Question 6 rounded off the conversation: 

67.  

SAA A&A Section@AppraisalSAA 

What a great conversation! Time for one more question: Q6: Where do you turn when 
you are unsure about an appraisal topic? #appraisethis 

68.  

Bethany Anderson@bga_archivist 

A6 Always to archival literature! Monitor journals for new pubs on 
appraisal #appraisethis 

69.  

Eira Tansey@eiratansey 

Q6 reading for grounding in theory, and keeping an eye on various blogs for any tools 
that can help with appraising e-recs #appraiseThis 

70.  

Lily Troia@LilyTroia 
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A6: the @AppraisalSAA, Twitter... #appraisethis 

71.  

Cliff Hight@cliffhight1 

#appraisethis A6: recent lit, classic lit, trusted colleagues, fav bloggers, etc. Boles, 
Greene, Blouin, Samuels, Cox, Drake, and more. 

72.  

kira@kirakestrel 

A6 ...coworkers and their insight #appraisethis 

73.  

Meg Hixon@MegDaLibrarian 

#appraisethis A6) I tend to ask other archivists when I don't know. Especially on 
Twitter, but I also go through my networks. 

74.  

Cliff Hight@cliffhight1 

#appraisethis A6: more includes Schellenberg, Hans Booms, Posner, and so many more! 

75.  
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Heather Soyka@snarkivist7 

.@AppraisalSAA Read, talk, write! Participate in the prof archival convo, even if you 
dont feel like you have all the answers! #appraisethis 

76. Those six questions wrapped up our Third Thursday Twitter chat. Not a bad way to spend 
an hour! So join us next time to talk appraisal! We host Third Thursdays about every other 
month. A schedule and more information is on our A&A Section blog. 

77. A BIG thanks to all those who chimed in with their tweets! Lily, an A&A steering committee 
member pretty much summed up our thoughts... Looking forward for the next appraisal chat 
December 15th! 

78.  

Lily Troia@LilyTroia 

Loving the #appraisethis conversation happening now. So lucky to be in a field where 
collaboration and resource sharing is a central 
tenet.  https://twitter.com/eiratansey/status/789248514509332480 … 
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